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Abstract: Recently, the multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF) technique was introduced as a method for reducing
the power consumption and chip area of integrated circuits (ICs) during the physical implementation
stage of their development process. From the perspective of the consumer, the main requirements for
such an optimization method are high performance, low power usage and small area (PPA). Therefore,
any new optimization technique should improve at least one, if not all, of these requirements.
This paper proposes a new low-power methodology, applying a MBFF merging solution during the
physical implementation of an IC to achieve better power consumption and area reduction. The aim
of this study is to prove the benefit of this methodology on the power saving capability of the system
while demonstrating that the proposed methodology does not have a negative impact on the circuit
performance and design routability. The experimental results show that MBFF merging of 76%
can be achieved and preserved throughout the entire physical implementation process, from cell
placement to the final interconnection routing, without impacting the system’s performance or
routability. Moreover, the clock wirelength, nets and buffers needed to balance the clock network
were reduced by 11.98%, 3.82% and 9.16%, respectively. The reduction of the clock tree elements led
to a reduction of the power consumption of the clock nets, registers and cells by 22.11%, 20.84% and
12.38%, respectively. The total power consumption of the design was reduced by 2.67%.

Keywords: multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF); low-power design; physical implementation; power
optimization; integrated circuit performance; chip area

1. Introduction

The increase in modern integrated circuit (IC) performance and functionalities due to the rapid
evolution of nanotechnology has made power consumption a major challenge for all IC providers [1].
The evolution of technology has resulted in very high transistor density, which has led to an increase in
complexity, especially with respect to the Internet of Things (IoTs), automobiles, cell phones, medical
equipment and networking IC market segments [2]. Power consumption is the most important
criterion of success for any electronic device. Therefore, it is important to be conscious of power usage
throughout the entire design process, from the architecture through all the circuit conception phases,
to maximize high performance, low power consumption and small area size (PPA) [3].
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During the physical implementation of the IC, close control over its power consumption is highly
recommended. The objective is to act at each level of the design implementation process to maximize
every opportunity for increased power saving. In this sense, IC developers and researchers are fairly
constrained in coming up with new, innovative methods of reducing power consumption and meeting
the power budget. The main focus of this research is to enhance the physical implementation process
of an IC by implementing multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF) merging at the end of the standard cell placement
phase, subsequently performing the clock tree synthesis and finishing with the final routing and
post-routing optimization.

At the physical design stage, power optimization targets leakage and the dynamic powers
consumed by all the different design components. A description of the main power reduction
techniques typically used to reduce the design cells’ power is presented in Reference [4] and Lin et al.
described the technology advancements that have been applied to decrease the overall power
consumption of all the elements of the design [5].

Multi-bit flip-flop merging is a recently introduced power optimization technique that is used
during the place and route (PnR) stage. Its main objective is to reduce power usage by merging
single flip-flops into multi-bit flip-flops [6]. The achieved power reductions are mainly due to the
reduced clock wirelength and number of clock sync pins [6,7]. Another benefit of this technique is area
reduction, because an MBFF is smaller in size compared with its single flip-flop equivalents [8].

Previous works have proposed applying MBFF merging at an early stage of the IC implementation
process, such as before the place and route stage. This resulted in limiting the success of the MBFF
merging because of the lack of information regarding the cell placement. Other studies have considered
performing MBFF merging during the placement step [9,10]. In one such study, an algorithm that
considers both the cells’ placement and their interconnectedness for improved MBFF merging was
show to demonstrate better power optimization [9]. Another study proposed integrating MBFF
merging as an incremental placement stage after performing the clock tree synthesis [10]. The previous
literature mainly presented the MBFF merging method without studying its impact on the physical
design process and its beneficial effects on reducing power consumption.

Researchers have also conducted MBFF merging before the clock network synthesis and compared
the results between different multi-bit flip-flops after the clock tree synthesis [11]. A new method
minimizes the registers’ count and utilizes clock capacitance [12]. Thus, all the previous research
presented results in the placement and clock tree synthesis stages.

This paper proposes a new low-power methodology that performs MBFF merging via an enhanced
algorithm at the end of the cell placement stage and then, subsequently, performs the remaining
physical implementation stages, including the final routing. The aim was to demonstrate the beneficial
effect of this methodology on power saving while showing that the methodology does not have a
negative impact on the circuit performance and design routability.

In prior research, we showed that the use of MBFF in the physical implementation process achieves
a high merging percentage of up to 76% but that approach proved to have some limitations in terms of
routability and area reduction [13]. This research proposes a new solution to tackle these limitations
and to achieve a better quality of results (QoRs), especially with respect to the timing, standard cell
(STD) utilization, route congestion, clock nets’ wirelength and clock tree elements. The main objective
was to reduce the total consumed power by applying MBFF merging at the physical implementation
stage instead of using the standard, power-driven place and route process. To prove the benefit of
this method on a real test case, Mentor Graphics’ physical design electronic design automation (EDA)
tool—Nitro-SoC™—and a high-speed design made with an advanced technology node (7 nm) were
used. The experiment evidenced improvement in the clock network dynamic power when compared
with that of the standard, low-power place and route process.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• An enhanced multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF) merging mechanism that allows for optimal MBFF
merging at the IC physical implementation phase is proposed.
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• This enhanced model adds value by creating acceptable routing congestion for a clean
final routing.

• The model was tested on a real, high-speed design made with the most advanced technology
node (7 nm).

• The benefit of MBFF merging on power reduction in the clock tree network was proven.
• A significant power reduction during the IC physical conception process, while maintaining good

timing and routing convergence, was achieved.

The next section presents the proposed physical implementation process, showing when the MBFF
merge should be conducted. Section 3 clarifies the added improvements achieved by the proposed
solution as compared with our aforementioned prior research approach [13]. Finally, Section 4 details
and analyses the performed experiments, showing the benefits of the MBFF merge on each of the
power, performance and area (PPA) metrics. A comparison between the process with the MBFF merge
and the regular low-power flow is also presented.

2. MBFF Merging Technique Integration in the Low-Power Place and Route Stage

Recently, the multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF) technique was proven to be an effective method for
optimizing the clock tree network. It may be utilized either as a substitute or in conjunction with
the well-known clock gating technique for the reduction of the clock power consumption. The clock
tree power reduction can be maximized by optimizing flip-flop cells and decreasing the clock net
wirelength—benefits that are both provided by MBFF cells.

The Nitro-SoC™ physical design implementation tool of Mentor Graphics, which handles complex
multi-patterning and fin field effect transistor (FinFET) requirements for advanced process technologies
was used here. Its place and route (PnR) tool is complemented by a set of organized scripts
covering all the physical implementation stages, including floorplan creation, cell placement, clock tree
synthesis (CTS), post-CTS optimization and interconnection (nets) routing [14,15]. This flow guarantees
an optimized and power-aware place and route design. Figure 1 presents the standard implementation
flow steps and shows the point at which we propose that the MBFF merging be performed. Based on
our prior research [13], the MBFF merging should be performed at the end of the “place” stage.
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Figure 1. Enhanced multi-bit flip-flop (MBFF) merging solution within the place and route flow.

Our previously presented methodology aimed to find the best location for the MBFF merging to
maximize the MBFF utilization without degrading the circuit performance [13]. Here, our new solution
focuses more on finding the best MBFF cell, which reduces the power consumption and maintains
good timing. This new procedure searches among all the available, equivalent MBFF library (lib)
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cells and selects the best lib cell for reducing the power without generating any additional timing
degradation. The following description provides more details regarding the proposed solution:

1. Start with the MBFF merging solution from [13];
2. Identify the best multi-bit flip-flop among all the available, equivalent MBFFs. The best MBFF is

a flip-flop that has a smaller area and consumes less power without causing timing degradation.
In order to do so, the following Algorithm 1 is used:

Algorithm 1. Find the best MBFF

foreach cell in MBFF cell do
get cell initial lib_cell “init_lib_cell”
set best_lib_cell init_lib_cell
get initial cell power “init_power”
get initial max timing slack “init_max_slack.”
get initial min timing slack “init_min_slack.”
get initial max transition slack “init_transition_slack.”
if init_max_slacks > 0 then

foreach new_lib_cell in equivalent lib_cells
Swap cell to new_lib_cell
get new cell power “new_power”
get new max timing slack “new_max_slack.”
get new min timing slack “new_min_slack.”
get new max transition slack “new_transition_slack.”
if new_power < init_power AND

new_max_slack ≥ 0 AND
new_min_slack ≥ init_min_slack AND
new_transition_slack ≥ init_transition_slack

Then
set best_lib_cell new_lib_cell
set init_power new_power
set init_max_slack new_max_slack
set init_min_slack new_min_slack
set init_transition_slack new_transition_slack

END if
END foreach
Swap cell to best_lib_cell

END if
END foreach

3. Run global route with timing high effort for timing recovery on all nets;
4. An incremental light timing optimization may be needed after having the accurate and updated

net extraction;
5. Report QoR (Timing, Power and Congestion).

Figure 2 shows a schematic view of an example case of the MBFF merging of eight single flip-flops
into one MBFF with 8 bits. Figure 3 shows the corresponding layout view. The overall pin density
is reduced significantly, because the scan enabler, clock pin, reset pin and scan input are shared in
the MBFF implementation. Reducing the pin density reduces the short and design rule check (DRC)
errors in the post-route stage. The total design area is also minimized, because the MBFF is optimized
at the transistor level to fit multiple flip-flops and the overall area of an MBFF is always less than its
equivalent single-bit flip-flops. However, the major benefit of the MBFF is the dynamic power reduction
due mainly to the clock wirelength, the inputs’ pin capacitance and the clock buffers’ reduction. In the
example shown in Figure 3, the clock net wirelength decreased from 28 µm to 11.04 µm.
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3. Results and Analysis

3.1. New Solution’s Results Compared with the Prior Solution

In order to determine the best MBFF PnR procedure, the proposed solution (Figure 1) was
integrated into the standard PnR process using the EDA tool, Nitro-SoC [16] and applied on a 7 nm
design that functioned at a frequency of up to 2 GHz. Table 1 shows the main characteristics of the test
case design used in this experiment and Figure 4 shows its floorplan.

Table 1. Design characteristics.

Design Characteristic Value

Instances count 313,982
Macros count 12

Flip-flops count 41,095
Nets count 335,736

Silicon Area 115,737 µm2

Frequency 2 GHz
Technology 7 nm
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Table 2 highlights the improvements achieved by the new solution compared with the prior
MBFF merging solution presented in Reference [13]. According to Table 2, the new approach
results in an implementation process with an improved area and better utilization with no timing
degradation. The greatest and most important improvement occurs in the congestion overflow, which
produces an optimized routing topology and consequently reduces the overall power consumption.
The “Overflow %” is a Nitro-SoC index that tell us the following: If the overflow is greater than 0.002%,
then the design may be difficult to route. Thus, an overflow of 0.00007% indicates that our enhanced
flow contributes to a more routable design.

Table 2. Quality of Results (QoR) Summary. WNS: worst negative slack; TNS: total negative slack;
and STD: standard.

Place Stage
Gain =

%((Solution-NoMBFF)/NoMBFF)
WNS (ps) TNS (ps) #Violated

End-Points

STD Cells
Utilization

(%)

STD Cells
Area
(µm2)

Overflow
(%)

Total
Wirelength

(mm)

No MBFF −38.7 −803.2 72 52.02 42678 0.00000 3819.54
Solution in Reference [13] −31.2 −523.2 44 51.89 42565.6 0.0035 3852.64

Gain −19% −35% −39% −0.25% 0.26% −1%
New solution −31.2 −523.2 44 51.53 42276.1 0.00007 3814.85

Gain −19% −35% −39% −1% −1% −0.12%

3.2. Impact on Performance, Power Consumption and Area in the Full Physical Implementation Process

After ensuring good design performance at the placement stage, the impact of the inserted MBFFs
on the power consumption was measured after the CTS phase. As expected, reductions of the clock
wirelength, number of clock nets and number of clock buffer/inverter tree elements by 11.98%, 3.82%
and 9.16%, respectively, were detected (Table 3). All these improved metrics help to reduce the power
consumed by the registers, clock tree cells and nets. Throughout all steps, the total power gain
remained well maintained.

Table 3. Improvement in the clock tree wirelength, number of nets and number of tree elements.

Clock Tree Synthesis
Gain =

%((MBFF-NoMBFF)/NoMBFF)
Number of Clock Nets Clock Wirelength (mm) Number of Clock Tree

Elements

No MBFF 2357 75.63 983
MBFF 2267 66.57 893
Gain 3.82% −11.98% −9.16%

The next step in this study was to complete the full PnR flow, including a complete clock tree
synthesis followed by a complete nets routing and post-route optimization.

Table 4 presents the total power consumption and its improvement in the full flow context with
and without the MBFF merging. The achieved area and wirelength reductions translated into a total
power reduction of 2.67%, which mainly came from the clock components’ power reduction (20.84% in
the registers, 22.11% in the clock nets and 12.38% in the clock cells).
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Table 4. Power results during the place and route steps.

Place and Route Steps
Gain = %((MBFF-NoMBFF)/NoMBFF)

Registers
(mW)

Clock Nets
(mW)

Clock Cells
(mW)

Total Dynamic
Power (mW)

Total Power
(mW)

Place
No MBFF 48.74 0.05 0.08 314.56 351.65

MBFF 40.77 0.05 0.08 309.4 345.57
Gain −16.35% 0.00% 0.00% −1.64% −1.73%

Clock tree synthesis
(CTS)

No MBFF 49.24 4.86 1.98 321.47 358.78
MBFF 40.91 3.87 1.74 313.71 350.08
Gain −16.92% −20.37% −12.12% −2.41% −2.42%

Post-CTS
No MBFF 53.25 4.87 2.06 334.63 373.96

MBFF 42.24 3.87 1.81 325.12 364.3
Gain −20.68% −20.53% −12.14% −2.84% −2.58%

Route
No MBFF 53.3 4.82 2.04 327.35 367.55

MBFF 42.18 3.81 1.79 317.57 357.72
Gain −20.86% −20.95% −12.25% −2.99% −2.67%

Post-Route
No MBFF 53.3 4.84 2.02 335.18 375.34

MBFF 42.19 3.77 1.77 325.2 365.33
Gain −20.84% −22.11% −12.38% −2.98% −2.67%

The circuit’s physical area was tracked during this experiment by measuring the total numbers
of buffers and inverters, the STD cell utilization and the total STD cell area at each step. In summary,
a small area reduction of 1% was detected, which was acceptable and assured no area degradation.
Table 5 presents the area improvement achieved in each step.

Table 5. Impact on the area occupied by the standard cells.

Place and Route Steps
Gain = %((MBFF-NoMBFF)/NoMBFF) Utilization (%) #Buffers +

Inverters #STD Cells STD Cell Area
(µm2)

Place
No MBFF 52.02 58,667 314,032 42,678

MBFF 51.53 58,650 306,487 42,276.1
Gain −0.94% −0.03% −2.40% −0.94%

CTS
No MBFF 52.14 59,650 315,015 42,777.6

MBFF 51.64 59,543 307,380 42,363.4
Gain −0.96% −0.18% −2.42% −0.97%

Post-CTS
No MBFF 53.79 65,910 321,275 44,123.4

MBFF 53.37 65,460 313,300 43,779
Gain −0.78% −0.68% −2.48% −0.78%

Route
No MBFF 55.06 67,712 323,077 45,168.6

MBFF 54.55 66,923 314,763 44,749
Gain −0.93% −1.17% −2.57% −0.93%

Post-Route
No MBFF 55.11 68,369 700,239 45,207.3

MBFF 54.58 67,367 687,673 44,774.2
Gain −0.96% −1.47% −1.79% −0.96%

The performance of the system with MBFF merging was well preserved at the end of the
implementation flow, with a worst negative slack (WNS) of −3.4 ps compared with that of −7.8 ps for
the baseline. Table 6 shows the timing results for the MBFF merging solution compared with those of
the baseline. The hold timing stayed under an acceptable range.

Table 6. Timing results of the MBFF solution compared with those of the baseline at the end of the
implementation process. WHS: worst hold slack; THS: total hold slack.

Post-Route WNS (ps) TNS (ps) WHS (ps) THS (ps)

No MBFF −7.8 −8.4 −48.1 −142.8
MBFF −3.4 −7.6 −55.9 −190.5

Figure 5 illustrates the change in the power distribution in the design with and without MBFF
merging. The total power distribution among all the power components is shown, including the
Data Cells, Clock Cells, Combinational Cells, Macros Cells, Registers Cells, Clock Nets and Data Nets.
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The reduced percentage in the clock network evidences a total power consumption reduction from
14.2% to 11.55% in the registers cells, from 0.54% to 0.48% in the clock cells and from 1.29% to 1.03 in
the clock nets.
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